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Programme (pre-lunch sessions)
10:15

Registration

Merchants Hall
(Ground Floor)

Welcome: Sarah Fisher

Tweed Suite

10:30

Executive Director, Open Eye Gallery & Deputy Chair, Culture
Forum North Steering Group

(Second Floor)

10:40

Keynote speaker: Michelle Dickson,

Tweed Suite

Director of Strategy, Arts Council England

(Second Floor)

Case study: Simon Curtis

Tweed Suite

Chair, Manchester Arts Sustainability Team & Head of Production,
Royal Exchange Theatre, Manchester

(Second Floor)

Coffee break (30 minutes)

Merchants Hall

11:00

11:20

(Ground Floor)

11:50

Case study: Anna Santomauro & Megan Clinch

Tweed Suite

Anna Santomauro: Programme Curator, Arts Catalyst
Megan Clinch: Anthropologist & Lecturer at Queen Mary,
University of London

(Second Floor)

12:10

Hosted table discussions followed by Q&A with morning Tweed Suite
(Second Floor)
contributors

12:50

Open space session introduction: Clare Martynksi

Tweed Suite

Communication & Engagement Officer, Priestly International
Centre for Climate, University of Leeds

(Second Floor)

Lunch (1 hour)

Merchants Hall

13:20

(Ground Floor)

13:35

Optional Lunchtime workshop
Carbon Literacy taster session: Jamie Saye, Opera
North
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Wool Room
(Second Floor)
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Programme (post-lunch sessions)
14:20

Culture Forum North: Clare Jackson

Tweed Suite
(Ground Floor)

14:30

Afternoon open space discussion sessions
Facilitated by Clare Martynksi

Tweed Suite
Wool Room
(Second Floor)

Cotton Room
(Second Floor)

16:00
16:20

Closing circle
Facilitated by Clare Martynksi

Tweed Suite

Closing remarks: Sarah Fisher

Tweed Suite

(Second Floor)

(Second Floor)

16:30

Coffee break & networking (30 mins)

Merchants Hall
(Ground Floor)

17:00

End

Post-event evaluation
Please use the link below to access the feedback form for our symposium.
The feedback you provide will be used to plan future events:
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=qO3qvR3IzkWGPlIypTW3yw_qO8e2TV1AjEZ
CpgrPQc1UMFFYMUE4M0MxQkk3R00wT0gxTEE4UFBYMC4u
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Directions to the venue
Address:
Leeds Beckett University
Cloth Hall Court
Quebec Street
Leeds, West Yorkshire
LS1 2HA
By public transport: Cloth Hall Court is a 4-minute from Leeds Train Station, and a 13minute walk from Leeds Bus Station.
Car parks:
 Albion Street (Q-Park) - Sat Nav: Butts Court, LS1 5JS
 Whitehall Road (Northern Parking) - Sat Nav: Whitehall Road, LS1 4AW

Digital communications
WiFi access
Free WiFi is available at the event:



WiFi: Visitor Wi-Fi
Password: L66D5b79WC

Social media
Please use Twitter to share your comments and experience of the event before,
during and after the event:



@CultureForumNrt
#CFNClimate
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Additional safety, health and wellbeing information
Fire safety







There is no fire drill scheduled for the day of the event.
The fire assembly point is the paved area in the rear courtyard.
Fire exit doors and routes are identifiable by green and white directional
signage.
Refuges areas are available in any fire escape stairwell. These do have
communication points so in the event of fire please press the button on the
Green Emergency Refuge intercom.
Green break glasses are provided to assist evacuation in an emergency.

Accessibility





Lifts are available to all floors on the ground floor level.
The disabled lift is available to the rear side of Cloth Hall Court.
Accessible doors are situated off the accessible lift but most doors are not
assisted.
Refuges areas are available in any fire escape stairwell. These do have
communication points so in the event of fire please press the button on the
Green Emergency Refuge intercom.

First aid



First aid is available at the reception desk. Check the first aid notices for
details of local first aiders.
Accident report pads are available at reception.
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Symposium contributors (alphabetically by surname)
Simon Curtis
Head of Production, Royal Exchange Theatre, Manchester & Chair,
Manchester Arts Sustainability Team
Simon is the Chair of Manchester Arts Sustainability Team a network
of 35 cultural organisations across Greater Manchester working to
reduce their contribution to global climate change. The network
was formed in 2011 and now represents the culture sector as part of
the Manchester Climate Change Partnership directly involved in
climate change policy in the city. The MAST model of collaboration, support, policy
and engagement is being shared with 5 other European cities as part of the URBACT
programme in a two-year project C-Change. Simon works at the Royal Exchange
Theatre in Manchester as their Head of Production.
Megan Clinch
Senior Lecturer, Queen Mary, University of London
Dr Megan Clinch is an anthropologist and lecturer at Queen Mary,
University of London. Her research explores how different forms of
investigation, experimentality, evidence, and evaluation are
understood (or not) and managed in the development of public
health interventions.
Megan completed her PhD at the BIOS Centre LSE. She has conducted research at the
Institute of Public Health at the University of Cambridge, the Faculty of Social Science at
the Open University, and undertaken a visiting postdoctoral fellowship at the Centre for
Medical Science and Technology Studies at the University of Copenhagen.
Megan will be presenting alongside Anna Santomauro with whom she worked on Test
Sites, an Arts Catalyst project.
Michelle Dickson
Director of Strategy, Arts Council England (Keynote speaker)
Michelle Dickson is the Director, Strategy at Arts Council England.
She has recently worked on the organisation’s new ten year
strategy, 2020-2030, and its first delivery plan for 2020-2023.
Prior to this role, Michelle was Director, North and the National
Director of Touring for Arts Council England. Prior to joining ACE in
2014, Michelle was Director and Chief Executive of Oxford Playhouse. She produced
and toured theatre locally, regionally, nationally and internationally, supported
numerous emerging and established artists, commissioned and co-produced work and
developed an off-site programme of performance. She was a founding member of the
house network and of Dance Touring Partnership. She has also worked for The British
Council and Ambassador Theatre Group.
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Sarah Fisher
Executive Director, Open Eye Gallery, Liverpool
Sarah is Executive Director of Open Eye Gallery, Liverpool and a
freelance consultant specialising in organisational development
and arts partnerships with universities. She is also on the board
of Axisweb, Leeds and Deputy Chair of the Culture Forum North
Steering Group.
Previously Sarah led the Centre for Chinese Contemporary Art, Manchester, and was
Head of Visual Arts, Arts Council North West, where she held strategic lead for
contemporary art, including media arts, crafts and public realm, and, for two national
priority areas: Digital Opportunities and Visual Arts. Previous roles, as Media Arts Officer,
ACE, NW, and Visual Arts Officer for Halton, involved developing large-scale capital
projects, informing policy and strategy and sector development.
Clare Jackson
Project Manager, Culture Forum North
Clare has recently joined Culture Forum North as Project Manager;
working with education and cultural sector members to champion
and review cultural partnership models and expand the network.
Previously Clare led business transformation programmes and a
strategic planning team at Leeds Beckett University. Within the
visual arts Clare has previously worked as Education Curator at Pavilion, Editor at Axis,
and Assistant Curator at the Arts Council Collection supporting the development of their
home for Sculpture within the Yorkshire Sculpture Park and Hayward Gallery National
Touring Exhibitions. Clare also worked at White Cube, London supporting a range of
high-profile artists on their exhibition schedules and coordinating input from a range of
specialist fabricators used to produce new artwork.
Clare Martynski
Communication & Engagement Officer, Priestly International
Centre for Climate, University of Leeds
Clare Martynski is a climate communication professional. With a
background that traverses theatre production and sustainability
consultancy. Clare is currently Communication and Engagement
Officer at the Priestley International Centre for Climate.
Her work involves facilitating interdisciplinary collaboration for climate solutions and
translating complex research content for non-expert audiences. She is also completing
a PhD at the University of Leeds, exploring how encounters with interactive art shape
our understanding of the world and our place in it, against a backdrop of the
Anthropocene.
Clare will be facilitating our ‘open space’ afternoon session.
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Anna Santomauro
Curator, Arts Catalyst
Anna Santomauro is a curator, educator and researcher in
micropolitics and socially engaged art. She is Curator at Arts
Catalyst.
In 2011, Santomauro co-founded Vessel in Bari, Italy, a non-profit
arts organisation dedicated to public programming in relation to
contemporary social, political, and economic issues. In 2015-2016, she was ESP and
Public Programmer at Eastside Projects (Birmingham). She has developed several
projects and curated multiple exhibitions within the UK and Italy and is a PhD candidate
and Visiting Lecturer at the University of Wolverhampton (UK).
Anna will be presenting alongside Megan Clinch with whom she worked on Test Sites,
an Arts Catalyst project.
Jamie Saye
Howard Assembly Room Senior Technician, Opera North
Jamie is the Chair of the Opera North “green team” who have
been introducing sustainable initiatives across Opera North’s
operations, both at home in Leeds and on tour. Since starting the
green team in May 2017, Opera North’s CO2 emissions have
dropped by 17%, it’s electricity usage is down by 5% and in
December 2018 Opera North was certified “Creative Green.”
Jamie continues to champion sustainability in the arts, and has formed the Sustainable
Arts in Leeds network alongside ITV, Leeds City Council and Leeds Climate Commission,
and in October 2019 was certified as Leeds' first Carbon Literacy trainer by the Carbon
Literacy project.
Events team
This event has been supported by an events team who have volunteered their time
outside of their day to day roles; comprising staff from both the Cultural Institute at the
University of Leeds and Open North: Karyan Au-Yeung, Nichola Casse, Jacqui Coates,
Jacob Coley, Francesca Russo and Rosena Stevens who is the administrator for Culture
Forum North.
Discussion leads
In addition, we thank in advance all of the delegates who contributed a discussion
topic in our afternoon ‘open space’ session and the Chairs from our morning round
table discussions; including members of the Culture Forum North Steering Group: Sharon
Gill, Caroline Murphy, Caroline Wilkinson and Lesley Patrick.
Funders
Culture Forum North receives funding support from Arts Council England, the University
of Leeds, Liverpool John Moores University and the University of Chester. Income
generated from this event has be used to contribute to the costs of delivering the
event. No profit has been generated from this event.
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Open Space sessions
Open Space is a format that allows for conversation and connection around a
specific question or theme - it has no predetermined agenda.
Our question

How might we, higher education and the cultural sector in the North,
collaborate to address climate change?
About Open Space
Participants are invited to propose discussion topics in response to the question
above. This might be another question, a specific project idea, a provocative
statement, an offer to share experience. Our agenda is crafted using these
discussion topics, each session chaired by the topic proposer. This is your chance to
ensure that what you are passionate about is part of the agenda.
Open Space involves four guiding principles and one law, which serve as guidance:
Four Guiding Principles:
1. Whoever comes are the right people – we learn together, from each other
2. Whenever it starts is the right time – don’t force it or feel pressurised
3. When it’s over, it’s over – do the work, not the time, when it’s finished, move
onto the next thing
4. Whatever happens is the only thing that could have
One Law: the Law of Two Feet
“If, during the course of the gathering, any person finds themselves in a situation
where they are neither learning nor contributing, use your feet to go to some more
productive place.” – that might be to another conversation, or to get a coffee
Open Space works best when we take the time to reflect honestly, share openly,
and think critically. Trust the process.
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Building greater sustainability
Operating, thinking and creating more sustainably is a journey that benefits from
shared learning alongside partners, peers, colleagues, audiences, funders, suppliers,
experts and other stakeholders. Captured below are some of the steps taken by the
organisations that have contributed to our Climate + Culture + Collaboration
symposium. All of the organisations listed below continue to review their approach
to deepen their impact.
Arts Catalyst
We are living in an age of climate crisis due to the harmful effects humans have had
on the environment as a result of damaging and exploitative colonial and industrial
practices. Arts Catalyst shares a responsibility to protect the environment. We do
this by promoting the use of sustainable working methodologies and discouraging
wasteful or environmentally damaging practices. This ethos is shared in our daily
working practices and through our programme.
Arts Catalyst’s programme is committed to engaging audiences in climate change
and sustainability. Our planned programme for 2020-26 will consist of
environmentally based projects throughout the UK and particularly in Sheffield and
South Yorkshire. In 2020/21 we will continue our Test Sites Calder programme
connecting with communities suffering from environmental change such as flooding,
pollution and species loss – and their impact on local culture, and ecology in West
Yorkshire. We are inviting local people and groups to be part of art-led co-inquiries,
working with artists Ruth Levene and Matterlurgy (Helena Hunter and Mark Peter
Wright), scientists and other experts.
In 2020 we will be closing our London Centre. The final programme will consist of a
new commission and project by artist duo Alternative School of Economics (Amy
Fenneck and Ruth Beale) whose work will explore the interdependencies of
ecologies and finance.
For our 2020-2026 programme we have launched two long-term research and
programme strategies which directly address environmental issues. Emergent
Ecologies explores tackling climate change through reparative ecological practices
and the Extractable Matters programme is centered around social and
environmental injustices created by the activities of global mining corporations.
Throughout our work we will seek to continue to engage climate change or
environmental scientists as advisors in our work. We will continue our academic
relationships to take up community-led and grassroots practices that take into
account local needs through creative/technology-led projects.
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Arts Council England
Arts Council England is the national development agency for creativity and culture,
and has just published its new Strategy for 2020 - 2030, Let’s Create. The Strategy
identifies that the climate crisis and environmental degradation will be the most
significant challenge facing all of us over the next decade and beyond, and
recognises that the cultural sector has already taken major steps to reduce its
carbon footprint, partly as a result of a range of initiatives supported by the Arts
Council.
Over the next 10 years, the Arts Council, and the cultural organisations we support
will be expected to redouble the commitment to environmental responsibility. We
will ask organisations we support to make plans to reduce their impact, and to
measure, understand and report on their progress in doing so. We want cultural
organisations to act as leaders within their communities in terms of taking an
environmentally responsible approach to running businesses and buildings and to
promote the need for environmental responsibility in the communities in which they
work, through their partnerships and with their audiences. They should be aware of
the cultural sector’s role in helping to lead change, and they should aim to be
innovative and responsive in the choices they make.
Culture Forum North
Culture Forum North is exploring how to reduce the carbon footprint of our events.
Venues will be selected based on their sustainability approach and policies as well
as costs. For this event, Culture Forum North worked with Leeds Beckett University to
secure a venue within walking distance and on an accessible route from Leeds Rail
station. The food selected is largely sourced from either Yorkshire or Lancashire and
the majority of the food is vegan. Conference name badges will be re-used and a
digital delegate pack has been prepared to replace a paper copy. Our speakers
have travelled by public transport, travelling no further than from London, with the
majority travelling within Northern England.
Opera North
As an opera company with a global outlook, Opera North believes it is their
responsibility to put environmental thinking and action at the heart of what they do.
Tackling the climate emergency is a joint effort. By engaging employees, musicians,
audiences, communities, and supporters in the environmental process, they can
help to reduce their environmental impact and carbon footprint and inspire wider
change towards a more sustainable future.
Thanks to their efforts and the actions taken in operations, productions, travel,
community and partnerships, Opera North was awarded as ‘Best Newcomer’ at
Julie’s Bicycle Creative Green Awards 2019.
Leeds Beckett University
Leeds Beckett University has demonstrated its commitment to the environment since
Sept 2003 through its third party accreditation to the international environmental
standard ISO 14001. We were the first English university to gain this standard and
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have set challenging objectives and targets ever since. These include; a 35%
reduction in our carbon emissions; increasing on site renewable generation;
implementing a zero waste to landfill contract for our non-residential buildings; and
achieving relevant sustainability standards for our new buildings and refurbishments.
All aspects of our Environmental Management System have been cross referenced
against the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDG) and we will be
incorporating them into our 14001 certification.
We have also set several specific objectives and targets under our Transport and
Carbon Management Strategies, these include reducing our carbon emissions by
58% since 2005. This has reduced our emissions from 17,675 tCO2e to 7,400 tCO2e. In
addition to this 8% of our electricity is generated on-site by either solar panels or our
Combined Heat and Power unit. This equates to 1.2 million kWh of electrical energy.
Enough to power 267 homes!
Manchester Arts Sustainability Team (MAST)
MAST was established in 2010 by a group of Manchester-based arts and culture
organisations to begin to understand how they could contribute to ‘Manchester: A
Certain Future’, Manchester’s first climate change strategy. In the early stages they
commissioned Julie’s Bicycle to help Manchester’s cultural sector respond to
sustainability. The network now has over 35 members across Greater Manchester
and meets regularly to share best practice and develop new joint initiatives. The
Chair of MAST also sits on the Manchester Climate Change Partnership as one of the
pioneer sectors delivering against the city’s zero carbon strategy for 2038. As part of
the EU’s URBACT programme the network and Manchester City Council are leading
the 2-year project C-Change to share the Manchester model with 5 other European
cities. Cultural organisations play a key role in advocating sustainable practice and
engaging residents around climate change. The network is developing its action
plan for 2020-25 as part of the Zero Carbon Framework to be adopted by city
leadership.
Sustainable Arts In Leeds (SAIL)
Sustainable Arts In Leeds (SAIL) is a group of organisations and companies from the
Cultural and Creative sectors of Leeds created in early 2019 to work together to
create a Zero Carbon/Zero Waste future for the Cultural and Creative industries of
the city. Their mission is to support, encourage, educate and enable individuals and
organisations and their stakeholders within the creative and cultural sectors in Leeds
and beyond to take co-ordinated action on climate change.
SAIL started as an informal network which took inspiration from MAST, and since then
have established a Steering Group and created an action plan for 2020. They aim
to use the power of the network for knowledge sharing and establishing of best
practice, in order to significantly reduce the carbon footprint of the sector. They
also intend to use their collective influence to engage and inform our
audiences/visitors about climate change.
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University of Leeds
The University of Leeds takes its economic, environmental, cultural and social
impacts seriously. It is within this holistic approach to sustainability that the University
formed its Seven Principles for Climate Action which will guide the University in
addressing climate change in an inclusive manner, whilst mobilising its combined
knowledge, influence, assets and community to support others in tackling this global
challenge.
The University of Leeds is at the forefront of climate change research with its Priestley
International Centre for Climate bringing together world leading expertise to provide
international solutions. At the same time as having a global impact, the University
also works in collaboration with its partners in the city to create value on a local
scale with its Positive Impact Partners programme and its pledge to be a single-use
plastic-free organisation by 2023. Having been a signatory of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG) Accord since 2018, the University recognises that tackling
climate change must go hand-in-hand with strategies to end poverty, improve
health and education, reduce inequality and spur economic growth, in order to
achieve a better and more sustainable future for all.
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Presented by Leeds School of Arts and Leeds Arts Research Centre, the
INSIDE/OUT lecture series brings international speakers from numerous
creative fields, including art, architecture, design, fashion, film, music
and performing arts to talk about their work, ideas and passions.

For more information:
leedsbeckett.ac.uk/insideout

Leeds Cultural Conversations is a series of public lectures organised
by the Centre for Culture & the Arts at Leeds Beckett University. The
series is run in partnership with Leeds City Council with support from
publisher Palgrave Macmillan. Each event showcases a different piece of
leading research being undertaken by our academic colleagues from our
specialist research centre and we encourage debate with all that attend.
Events take place monthly in Leeds city centre, over lunchtime and are
open to all.
For more information: leedsbeckett.ac.uk/lcc

THANK YOU AND HAVE
A SAFE JOURNEY HOME

Before you go please remember to:
Complete our event evaluation
Tweet your comments
@CultureForumNrt
#CFNClimate
Hand in your name badge at reception
Keep up to date on CFN events and
activities via Twitter or our enewsletter

cultureforumnorth.co.uk/

Stakeholder
Survey
Help us to continue to
develop Culture Forum
North in 2020. Share your
thoughts and ideas in
our short survey We
welcome your feedback.
Thanks to those who
have already contributed.
Culture Forum North
Your Views

